


Abstract—Despite  the  modern gas  equipment,  combustible

gas leakage related emergency situations still  take place and

lead to building demolitions and human losses. Leak integrity

failures  because  of  anthropogenic  and  natural  factors  make

impossible  to  prevent  such  emergency  in  other  ways  except

providing  continuous  monitoring  of  combustible  gas

concentration and notification for people and special services.

In  this  work,  the  design  results  of  the  Internet  connected

wireless  sensor  network  for  combustible  gas  concentration

monitoring  in  apartment  buildings  is  presented.  The  system

consists of wireless autonomous gas sensors, actuators, routers

and a gateway and it’s  connected to  a  web service  where  it

posts its data and gets events to react them in WSN.

I. INTRODUCTION

VEN though modern gas equipment have flame failure
control systems, combustible gas leakage related emer-

gency situations still take place quite often. In the worst case
these situations can lead to building demolitions and human
losses.  The main reason for  those emergency situations is
leak integrity failures which happen because of human fac-
tor, pipes and pipe joints quality and corrosion, etc [1]. To
prevent such situations it's necessary to provide continuous
monitoring of combustible gas concentration and timely no-
tification for people and special services.

E

Wireless sensor networks becomes more and more popu-
lar and a lot of them were designed recently [2] - [5]. These
networks consist of small nodes and are equiped with trans-
ceivers, microprocessors and sensors and can be used in dif-
ferent areas of life (safety, military, home automation, etc.).

Wireless sensor networks have certain advantages to per-
form  the  monitoring.  Wireless  autonomous  devices  don’t
need wiring and can be easily distributed inside apartment
building  and  the  network  can  freely  be  extended  when
needed. Established wireless network can provide additional
services in home automation and others.

Wireless sensor networks are widely used in gas concen-
trations monitoring [6] - [9]. The main problem for wireless
autonomous sensor devices is high energy consumption of
combustible gas sensors [10].  This problem can be solved
using special measuring algorithms [11].

According to safety standards [12] notification system of
a  gas  detection  device  should  include  audio signal  with



specified sound level and visual signals to indicate power on
and alarm states. This mandatory notification system can be
extended by sending alarm notification to an operator con-
sole and cell phones over cellular networks using both short
message service and Internet connection. 

In the case of Internet connection, data is posted to a web
service and any device connected to the Internet can get ac-
cess to it. The conception of devices, connected together and
with their users, is known as Internet of Things [13]. This
way makes possible to extend WSN automation and notifi-
cation functions, for example, providing additional notifica-
tions from utility companies  about maintenance period, or
remote control functions to any device connected to WSN.

Therefore, the most promising approach to monitor meth-
ane leakages in apartment buildings is using electronic sys-
tems with wireless data transmission. There are several most
popular  technologies  for  wireless  communication:  ZigBee,
Bluetooth, GSM/GPRS and Wi-Fi [14], [15]. The most im-
portant  problems of  the majority  of  such  systems are  the
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limited access to data and short autonomous lifetime of the
gas sensors.

In this work, the design results of the Internet connected
wireless sensor network for combustible gas concentration
monitoring in apartment buildings is presented. The system
consists  of  wireless  autonomous  gas  sensors,  actuators,
routers and a gateway and it’s connected to a web service
where it posts its data and gets events to react them in WSN.
The system is used  to  equip  a trial  apartment  building  in
Moscow region.

The paper is organized as follows. At first we overview
the system in Section II. In Section III we describe the nodes
design. Section IV is dedicated to the network organization.
Internet connectivity is discussed in Section V. Finally, we
provide concluding remarks in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The system consists of the following devices: gas sensors,
actuators, routers and a gateway. The system block diagram
is presented in Fig. 1. Wireless communication between de-
vices  complies  IEEE  802.15.4/ZigBee  standards  and  uses
unlicensed 2.4 GHz ISM band. Internet connection is per-
formed on the gateway using cellular networks. 

There is only one gateway for a building. It creates the
network  and  acts  like a network  coordinator.  Except  that,
it’s also a sink device and all sensors send data to it. 

Since distances in the building are relatively long, routers
are used to transfer data from sensors to the gateway. They
are deployed on building storeys, one per a storey in every
building block. 

The sensors  and  actuators  are  deployed in every  apart-
ment of the building. Sensors are placed in the kitchen. Ac-
tuators are equipped with gas valves and located at the gas
pipe  entrance  point.  Except  valves,  actuators  can  be  con-
nected to a power grid to control power of electrical devices.

The data sent to the gateway is transferred to a web ser-
vice on the Internet and stored in a database.  The service
uses REST API to send and retrieve data for machines and a
web interface for human clients.

Users of the system are presented by apartment residents
and special service operators. All users have their own ac-
counts with their own restrictions.  For example,  apartment
residents have access only to devices in their apartments, the
special services have access to all gas sensors and a valve
actuator at the gas pipe entrance point of the building.

III. NODES DESIGN

A. Sensor

To  perform  combustible  gases  concentration  measure-
ments the node uses ATxmega16E5 microcontroller and the
commercial catalytic gas sensor. The sensor is manufactured
by NTC IGD (Russia) and its power consumption is 110mW
in continuous measurement  mode.  Since,  the catalytic gas
sensor  is  very  power  hungry,  to  decrease  its  power  con-
sumption  the  measurements  are  performed  in  periodical
mode and the special measuring algorithm is used.

The wireless communication is performed using Telegesis
ETRX3 module. It provides the IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee stan-
dards compatible protocol and has UART control interface
with AT-style commands set.

The node is battery powered. It uses AA size lithium bat-
tery with 3.6V nominal voltage and 2600 mAh capacity. To
provide maximum efficiency in voltage conversion it is per-
formed by a TPS63060 DC-DC converter. The device gen-
erates output voltage of 3.2V from 2.5V to 12V on its input
with load  regulation  of  0.5% with power  save  mode dis-
abled.

To  maintain  the  low power  consumption  the  measure-
ments  are  performed  periodically  and  special  multistage
pulse  algorithm with  PWM heating  is  used.  This  method
was offered and discussed in [11]. 

The heating profile for the pulse is shown in Fig. 2. In the
first and second stages of the profile the sensor is heated up
to about 200C where catalytic reaction is kinetic-controlled
and there is no additional heating of sensing element from
target gas combustion. During the third and fourth stages the
sensor heating is continued and its temperature rises up to

Fig 3. Multistage pulse measurements current consumption

Fig 2. Heating voltage
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the  catalysis  external  diffusion  region  (about  450C).  The
heating voltage values for the stages are 3.2V, 0.7V, 3.2V
and 1.4V respectively. First and third of them are forcing the
heating process, second and fourth ensure the target temper-
ature stabilization.

The measuring circuit is controlled by the microcontroller
and includes two MOSFET keys to connect the sensor to the
heating  voltage  and  to  the  reference  resistor.  To  heat  the
sensor  up  the  microcontroller  forms  PWM  signal  with
10kHz frequency and appropriate duty cycle corresponding
to specific heating voltage. Measurements are performed be-
tween the heating pulses. The reference resistor - sensor di-
vider  is  connected to the microcontroller  ADC, where the
steady component is subtracted from the signal and the re-
sult is amplified with buit-in amplifier and converted. The
measurement  result  is  the difference  between sensor  volt-
ages at two different temperatures (measurement points in
the heating profile diagram). 

The sensor sensitivity in this case is 1.8 mV/vol%. The
node operates as a two-threshold device.  Threshold values
are 0.5 and 1 vol%. When the sensor crosses the threshold,
the  node  enables  alarm signals  and  sends  the  data  to  the
gateway.

To maintain the low power consumption the sensor node
performs measurements periodically once in 5 minutes. Be-
tween measurements the microcontroller disables power of
all components and goes to the power save mode. 

The current consumption of the measuring pulse is pre-
senting  in Fig.  3.  The duty cycles  during  the second and
fourth stages are 22 and 44 percents. Therefore, the average
current consumption value for the pulse is 37mA during 1.2
seconds. 

To maintain online status the node sends the data every
working  cycle.  The  average  current  consumption  in  this
state is 38mA during 0.35 seconds.

The  average  current  consumption  for  the  full  cycle  is
0.19mA. With the battery capacity of 2.6 Ah the node auton-
omous lifetime is equal to 570 days.

B. Actuator

The main function of an actuator is to control a gas valve
at a gas pipe entrance point. It also can be connected to a
power grid to control power of electrical devices.

The device is line powered. The power supply generates
voltages to supply a digital control circuit, electromagnetic
switches and external outputs.

The digital  control  circuit  consists  of  a  STM32F102C6
microcontroller  to  process  commands  and  a  Telegesis
ETRX3 module for  the WSN communication.  The supply
voltage of the circuit  is 3.3 V. To control  electromagnetic
switches with 12 V switching voltage the MOSFET keys are
used. 

The actuator provides four outputs to control external cir-
cuits.  Two  of  them are  connected  to  power  sources  with
12V/1A and regulated voltage. These outputs are originally
intended to control gas valves of different types, but can be

also used to drive another electronic devices. Another two
outputs can be connected to a power grid and commutate it.

C. Gateway and routers

Even though the transmission area of the communication
module  is  up  to  350  meters  without  obstacles,  walls  and
floor  decks  significantly  reduce  the  distance.  Coexistence
with other networks, like Wi-Fi, can decrease it even more.
Routers  provide  a  steady  way  to  transfer  data  between
nodes. 

Both routers and gateways are line powered and consist
of a power supply, a STM32F102C6 microcontroller and a
Telegesis  ETRX3  module.  The  gateways  have  additional
Telit GL865-QUAD GSM/GPRS communication module to
connect to the Internet.

IV. NETWORK ORGANIZATION

The network uses a tree topology. The main device of the
network is a gateway. The gateway always creates the net-
work and announce itself as a sink device. Other devices re-
quest the gateway address during connection process. 

The gateway and routers are full functional devices. That
means they are always ready to receive data, can be a parent
node for other nodes and can perform routing. All other de-
vices of the network are end devices and can’t  have child
nodes.

All sensors send data to the gateway. The data is sent only
when sensor states are changed. But every work cycle all de-
vices should announce that they are alive and connected to
the network. If a node haven’t sent an alive message in pre-
defined timeout, it’s considered to be offline and the system
generates alarm notification.

V. INTERNET CONNECTIVITY

The gateway sends data to a web service on the Internet
where it's stored in a database. To send the data HTTP pro-
tocol is used. To be safe the transmission is performed over
TLS  protocol.  The  protocols  realization  is  provided  by
GSM/GPRS communication module.

The web service uses REST API to send and retrieve data
for  machines  and a web interface for  human clients.  It  is
based on Apache HTTP Server and uses CMS Drupal and
MySQL database server.

CMS Drupal 8 is a flexible content management software
for websites and web applications. It's modular and can eas-
ily be extended. Drupal has built-in RESTful API with both
JSON and XML support  to integrate  it  with external  ser-
vices.

All devices are represented in the service by separate con-
tent type - Device Object. This content type have the follow-
ing  fields  to  represent  its  parameters:  Groups,  Network
class, Device address, Subdevice address, Status and Value.
Groups field contains information about groups associated
with a device. Network class is used to create separate ad-
dress space for networks with different standards and virtual
devices. Device address field represents the network device
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address (e.g., IEEE 802.15.4 MAC address). Subdevice ad-
dress is used to distinguish different parts of a device with
the same network address.  Status  field represents  the net-
work status of the device. And Value field contains an inte-
ger value.

Devices are connected to each other with event system.
Events are also represented by a special content type - Event
Object. Event Object contains the following fields: Source
device,  Target device,  Status, Operation, Parameter,  Value
and  Notification.  Source  device  contains  the  information
about a device which created the event. Target device points
to a  device  which  should  process  the  event.  Status   field
contains  the  event  status.  It's  equal  to  1 if  it's  a  pending
event, and to 0 if there is no need to process it. Operation
and Parameter fields define the way the event is processed.
Operation can contain one of the following actions: more,
less,  equal  and  changed.  This  actions  are  applied  to  the
source device value. The comparison is performed with Pa-
rameter field. When Operation is "changed", the Parameter
is ignored. Value field contains the data to assign to the tar-
get  device.  And  Notification  field  passes  the  notification
message to the event handler.

The event  system is  managed with Drupal  module.  All
devices of the network have their own Drupal nodes. When
a device node is changed, the event system looks for associ-
ated  events.  If  it  finds  any,  the  status  of  that  event  is
changed to 1 (pending event).

Gateways  regularly  lookup  the  event  list  for  pending
events. When such event exists, a gateway requests all infor-
mation about it and process it. After processing the gateway
modify the target device and sets the event status value to 0.

Device nodes are grouped to reflect the apartment build-
ing  and  the  apartment  it  belongs.  Since  all  devices  and
events are nodes, they are affected by built-in access control
system  of  Drupal.  All  users  have  their  own  restrictions
based  on  device  groups.  But  gateways  use a separate  ac-
count to have write access to all records.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a wireless system for combustible gas leak-
age monitoring in apartment buildings is presented. The sys-
tem consists of autonomous gas sensors,  actuators,  routers
and a gateway and is connected to the Internet. The architec-
ture of the system allows to adjust the number of nodes de-
pending on the number of apartments. The gas concentration
data is stored in the web service database on the Internet and
can  be  easily  accessed  from  any  mobile  device  (laptop,
tablet PC, smartphone, etc.). 

The system response time is determined by the duty cycle
of methane concentration measurements and can vary in dif-
ferent tasks. The peculiarity of the system is in relocation of
network  organization,  event  management  and data storage
functions to a web service in strong interaction with WSN.

To increase the autonomous lifetime we are going to use
alternative  energy  sources  for  components  of  the wireless
system in the nearest future [16].
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